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Introduction

The USNRC has proposed the concept of a generic interface that can be used for the coupling of any thermal-hydraulic and neutronics codes. In the framework of the coupled TRAC-M/
PARCS code, TRAC-M is designed to be a self-contained process, which communicates with the
General Interface process via the message-passing paradigm supported by the Parallel Virtual
Machine (PVM) package. A separate data mapping routine that is modular in nature is required in
order to accommodate the requirements of the General Interface(1) and minimize the source code
modifications to TRAC-M. This Software Requirements Specification (SRS) document outlines
the software requirements for the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine (TDMR).
The principal responsibility of the TDMR is to function as a secondary interface between the
General Interface and TRAC-M. In order to couple TRAC-M to the General Interface, and thus
PARCS, the TDMR controls several operational tasks. The TDMR manages the transfer of initial
and time-dependent control information needed for coherency in the complementary TRAC-M
and PARCS calculations. Furthermore, the TDMR controls the processing and transfer of the vectors of space-dependent property data both to and from the General Interface. The requirements
necessary to perform these tasks are outlined in the following sections. These stipulations are consistent with the requirements specified in the SRS for the PARCS-Specific Data Mapping Routine
(PDMR)(2).

II.

Software Requirements

The TDMR is a FORTRAN-90 subroutine called from TRAC-M, which handles all communication with the General Interface and consequently translates all data between TRAC-M and the
General Interface, both of which internally use SI (MKS) units. To maintain consistency with the
design requirements of the General Interface, the TDMR contains three functional units relating to
initialization, the mapping of data from TRAC-M to PARCS, and the mapping of data from
PARCS to TRAC-M. In addition, an error-checking unit is included with sufficient fault logic for
handling failures in the coupled code. In such instances, it is necessary to communicate information between each process in order to terminate the execution of the coupled codes smoothly.

II.A. Functionality
The primary task of the TDMR is to control the communication of data between the General
Interface and TRAC-M, and in doing so, allow the design of the General Interface to remain
immutable. In addition, since it is necessary to minimize the required modifications to the TRACM source, the integration of the TDMR within TRAC-M is intended to be modular in nature. To
accommodate this, the TDMR is designed to meet several requirements, as outlined in the follow-
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ing subsections.

II.A.1.

Variable Requirements

The variable requirements of the TDMR consist primarily of the data type-dependent control
buffers used to transmit initial and time-dependent control information, the unpermuted vector of
space-dependent thermal-hydraulic and heat structure data, and the permuted vector of spacedependent neutronic data. The nature of the initial and time-dependent control information is
described in the following subsections.
The space-dependent thermal-hydraulic and heat structure variables which are mapped from
TRAC-M to PARCS include (in order) moderator temperature ( T m ) , liquid density ( ρ l ) , vapor
density ( ρ v ) , void fraction ( α ) , boron concentration ( B ) , average fuel temperature ( T f ) , fuel
0

s

centerline temperature ( T f ) , and fuel surface temperature ( T f ) . Due to the options available in
PARCS for calculating the Doppler fuel temperature, three different fuel temperatures must be
sent to the PDMR.
The space-dependent powers obtained from the spatial kinetics calculation, which consist of
the sum of fission and decay power, are mapped from PARCS to both the thermal-hydraulic and
heat structure components specified in the mapping input file. Thus, the powers packed into the
neutronic vector received from the General Interface are (in order) power to thermal-hydraulic
T/H

zones ( Q t

HS

) and power to heat structure components ( Q t ) .

Each of these variables corresponds to a submatrix and a subvector, and the described ordering holds for both permutation matrices and the vectors. For the permutation matrices, the ordered
submatrices form the block structure illustrated in Figure 1. In addition, the dimension of each
class of submatrix shown in Figure 1 is consistent with Section IV of the SRS for the General
Interface, and is shown below. It is noted that the dimension of each class of subvector is consistent with that of the corresponding submatrix.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Thermal-Hydraulic to Neutronic Submatrices: number of neutronic nodes by number
of thermal-hydraulic cells.
Heat Structure to Neutronic Submatrices: number of neutronic nodes by number of
heat structure axial levels.
Neutronic to Thermal-Hydraulic Submatrices: number of thermal-hydraulic cells by
number of neutronic nodes.
Neutronic to Heat Structure Submatrices: number of heat structure axial levels by
number of neutronic nodes.
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Figure 1: Structure of Permutation Matrices

It is necessary to ensure that the internal ordering of data in submatrices and corresponding
subvectors is consistent in order to preserve the accuracy of the coupled calculation. Thus, it is
specified that thermal-hydraulic cells and heat structure components are ordered from lowest to
highest composite identification number. The composite identification number is nothing more
than an artifice for encapsulating the TRAC-M component number and cell/axial-node number
within a single integer capable of being stored in 32 bits of computer memory.
For the three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic component (VESSEL), the composite number
is the unique component number from the TRAC-M input deck multiplied by 1,000,000 plus the
horizontal plane cell multiplied by 1,000 plus the axial level within the VESSEL multiplied by 1.
The ordering scheme for the horizontal plane cell number is outlined in the TRAC-M User’s Manual.
For one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic components (PIPE and CHAN), the composite number is the unique component number from the TRAC-M input deck multiplied by 1,000,000 plus
the cell number within the PIPE/CHAN multiplied by 1,000.
For heat structure components (ROD/SLAB) and heat structures spawned by CHAN compo-
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nents, the composite number is the unique component number from the TRAC-M input deck multiplied by 1,000,000 plus the average ROD/SLAB number multiplied by 1,000 plus the axial level
within the average ROD/SLAB multiplied by 1. For heat structures spawned by CHAN components, the unique component number to be used for identification is that of the CHAN component.
Nodalization limitations within TRAC-M ensure that this scheme provides each thermalhydraulic cell and heat structure axial level within a TRAC-M model with a unique composite
identification number. Each composite identification number processed by the TDMR is decoded
in order to obtain the correct component number and associated data for sending the needed data
to the General Interface in the required order. It should be noted that the composite ID number is
calculated by the PDMR(3) in subroutine Build_Mat_t() in module MapInput_t.
In order to preserve the original TRAC-BF1 functionality of 1-D kinetics, the coupled
TRAC-M/PARCS code must operate without any input mapping (i.e., the code must operate without a MAPTAB file). In this case, the TDMR must collect all the necessary data defining the mapping between the TRAC-M model and the PARCS model and pass these data to the General
Interface. The General Interface then processes the data from TRAC-M and PARCS and creates
the permutation matrices for mapping the data between TRAC-M and PARCS.

II.A.2.

Process Control and Information Flow

As previously noted, the TDMR contains three basic functional units, and the communication between the TDMR and the General Interface is achieved with the use of the PVM package.
An illustration of the flow of information between TRAC-M and PARCS in each functional unit is
shown in Figure 2. The purpose of each unit and the nature of the data to be transferred will be
discussed in the following subsections.
Process control for these functional units resides within TRAC-M and is demonstrated in
Figure 3. Specifically, following the input processing and calculation initialization for TRAC-M,
the initialization unit of the TDMR is executed. If a “new” transient calculation is being performed, the second unit of the TDMR is called to transfer initial thermal-hydraulic data to the
General Interface. These data are then used by PARCS to calculate the initial power shape. The
third unit of the TDMR is then called to receive the space-dependent powers calculated by PARCS
and to map them to the appropriate TRAC-M memory locations. Since this process is carried out
before the time-dependent calculation has actually begun, calculation time is not advanced at this
point. In the event of a restart calculation, each code performs the operations as outlined in its own
input file, i.e., reading the restart dump from their respective restart files corresponding to the
desired restart time. It is necessary to make these data redundant in nature due to the differences
between TRAC-M and PARCS in the labelling of restart dumps. TRAC-M requires the user to
input either the time step number or scenario time (or both) for specifying the restart dump needed
from the restart file. PARCS requires the user to input the restart advancement number, which is
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simply the number of times PARCS has written to its restart file. The only common data between
the TRAC-M and PARCS restart files is the scenario time. Synchronizing the two codes automatically using this datum only has proven to be a significant problem because of the precision with
which the two codes keep track of time.
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Figure 2: Communication Flow Between TRAC-M and PARCS
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Figure 3: Process Flow in TRAC-M / TDMR

The time-dependent calculation is initiated after the initial calls to the three functional units.
The second functional unit packs and sends all the necessary time- and space-dependent thermalhydraulic and heat structure data to the General Interface for subsequent delivery to PARCS.
Immediately upon returning process control to TRAC-M, the third functional unit of the TDMR is
called to obtain the time- and space-dependent neutronic data. Once these data have been received
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and stored in memory, the TDMR returns process control to TRAC-M, which continues with the
time-dependent calculation. This procedure is repeated until TRAC-M indicates that the calculation should be terminated, or a fault signal is detected.
In addition, the option of whether to use 3-D kinetics is based on a namelist variable value.
This variable will have a default value turning 3-D kinetics off if the namelist variable does not
exist in the TRAC-M input deck or is set to 0 and will activate TDMR calls if set to the specified
value of 1.
The original point kinetics calculation in TRAC-M is based on the previous time step thermal-hydraulic data, which is the opposite of the functionality of the RELAP5/PARCS coupled
code. This inconsistency can be resolved in the TRAC-M/PARCS coupled code by allowing
TRAC-M to advance the thermal-hydraulic solution in time before sending data to PARCS to
obtain the power shape. This procedure replicates the functionality of the RELAP5/PARCS coupled code. Immediately following problem initialization in TRAC-M, the thermal-hydraulic conditions are sent to PARCS to obtain the initial power shape. TRAC-M uses this power shape to
advance the thermal-hydraulic solution in time. The new thermal-hydraulic condition is then
passed to PARCS so that the neutronic solution may be time-advanced to match the current calculation time of TRAC-M. The new neutronics solution is then used as the heat source for the next
thermal-hydraulic time step, and so on. This coupling scheme might provide for the most numerical stability since it treats the physical phenomena with the shortest time constants most implicitly
for most transients analyzed.
It should be noted that TRAC-M performs a steady-state initialization calculation by holding
reactor power constant while performing a “null” transient calculation. The solution is stepped
through time until the thermal-hydraulic conditions reach a “converged” state, i.e., change negligibly between time steps. Since this calculation is essentially no different from a transient calculation in terms of TDMR functionality, the second and third units of the TDMR are used to advance
the calculation through steady-state calculation “time.” In order to provide for the most flexibility
in coupled runs, both codes follow the instructions in their respective input files as to whether the
current run is to be in steady-state or transient mode. In some cases, it is beneficial to perform initial stand-alone calculations with TRAC-M in steady-state mode, then perform a restart into a nulltransient coupled with PARCS running in steady-state mode. Finally, both codes are restarted into
transient mode for analysis of the time-dependent scenario.
PARCS has the capability to perform a boron criticality search during the steady-state eigenvalue solution. This feature should be available in the coupled TRAC-M/PARCS code, as TRACM performs boron transport calculations. When PARCS solves the eigenvalue problem, it also
provides an estimate of the global boron concentration required to give a reactor multiplication
constant, keff, of unity. It is desirable to correct the boron concentration in the TRAC-M model to
reflect the concentration calculated by PARCS. Therefore, the TDMR must adjust the boron concentration in the TRAC-M model to the value given by the PARCS critical boron search calcula-
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tion. The initial neutronic control buffer will contain a logical variable for informing the TDMR
whether a boron criticality search will be performed during the steady-state initialization calculation. If this logical variable is set to “.TRUE.”, the TDMR will search the TRAC-M data structure
to determine whether the solute tracking option is activated in TRAC-M. If solute tracking has not
been activated in TRAC-M, the critical boron concentration calculation will be deactivated by
sending a logical variable in the initial thermal-hydraulic control buffer with a value of “.FALSE.”
to the General Interface and, subsequently, the PDMR. If solute tracking has been activated in the
TRAC-M model, an additional test will be performed to determine whether the critical boron concentration in the thermal-hydraulic cells defined in %TABLE1 of MAPTAB is non-zero. If the initial
concentration of at least one of these cells is non-zero, the logical variable will have a value of
“.TRUE.” If a critical boron concentration calculation is permitted, the time-dependent neutronic
control buffer will contain a double precision floating point variable which stores the ratio by
which the boron concentration in the TRAC-M system must be adjusted in order to reflect the estimate made by the PARCS critical boron concentration calculation. The TDMR must use this
quantity to correct the boron concentration modeled throughout the system by multiplying the
boron concentration in every cell in the system model by this PARCS-calculated ratio.
TRAC-M has a signal variable defined explicitly for controlling the positions of control rod
bank in PARCS. The coupled code must support this signal variable by providing TRAC-M with
the ability to control the rod bank positions within the neutronics code. This allows the user to
take advantage of TRAC-M’s sophisticated control system in order to construct a load-following
or criticality-searching coupled calculation. To this end, the positions of the control rod banks
should be passed from TRAC-M to PARCS, and PARCS should pass rod “feedback” information
in terms of k-effective and core power for steady-state coupled calculations, and total reactivity
and core power for transient calculations. With these data from PARCS, a robust control system
can be built using the signal variables, trips, and control blocks in the TRAC-M code.

II.A.3.

Initialization

The initialization unit has several functions, the first of which invokes the PVM process for
TRAC-M and sets up the communication with the General Interface process through the transfer
of process IDs. The next task involves receiving the PARCS initial control information from the
General Interface. This information is stored in data type-dependent buffers and consists of (in
order):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Indication of an error in PARCS (logical)
Indication of a data error in the PARCS-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the PARCS-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a data error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of normal calculation termination (logical)
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Indication of whether the PARCS-Specific Data Map Routine is sending the permutation matrices (logical)
Indication of whether PARCS will perform a boron criticality search during the steadystate eigenvalue calculation (logical)
Indication of whether TRAC-M will control PARCS control rod movement (logical)
TRAC-M trip ID number corresponding to a control rod trip (integer*4)
Number of thermal-hydraulic cells being coupled to neutronic nodes (integer*4)
Number of heat structure axial levels being coupled to neutronic nodes (integer*4)
Number of columns in the thermal-hydraulic to neutronic matrix (integer*4)
Number of rows in the neutronic to thermal-hydraulic matrix (integer*4)
Number of PARCS control rod banks controlled by TRAC-M (integer*4)
TRAC-M signal variables controlling PARCS control rod bank position (integer*4)
PARCS control rod bank numbers being controlled by TRAC-M (integer*4)
Array of TRAC-M composite identification numbers for thermal-hydraulic cells being
coupled to neutronic nodes (integer*4)
Array of TRAC-M composite identification numbers for heat structure axial nodes
being coupled to neutronic nodes (integer*4)
Array of initial positions of PARCS control rod banks (real*8)

Item (10) is needed by the TDMR to locate the control system logic in TRAC-M for determining when a scram occurs. Items (11) through (14), (18) and (19) are used for mapping spacedependent data between TRAC-M and the General Interface. It should be noted that item (6) is
included in the PARCS control buffer only to be consistent with the General Interface, and for the
initialization unit this variable will always be set to “.FALSE.”
Immediately following the receipt of the PARCS initial control buffer, the TRAC-M initial
control buffer is sent to PARCS via the General Interface. The information stored in the buffer
consists of (in order):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Array of heat structure geometry descriptors (character*6)
Indication of an error in TRAC-M (logical)
Indication of a data error in the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a data error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of normal calculation termination (logical)
Indication of whether the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine is sending the permutation matrices (logical)
(9) Indication of whether this is a “restart” calculation (logical)
(10) Indication of whether a steady-state initialization is to be performed (logical)
(11) Indication of whether the boron criticality search calculation is allowed (logical)
(12) Indication of whether TRAC-M control of PARCS rod banks is allowed (logical)
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(13) Time point at which calculation is beginning (real*8)
Item (1) is needed by the PDMR and describes the geometry of each heat structure axial
node (e.g., ROD or SLAB). The modes of failure which trigger items (3) and (4) are described in
Section II.A.6. In addition, TRAC-M controls whether the calculation is new or a restart, and thus
items (9) and (13) are needed to ensure that the calculation performed in PARCS is synchronized
with the TRAC-M calculation. Item (11) has meaning only if PARCS indicated in the initial neutronic control buffer that a critical boron concentration calculation is to be performed. The logical
here is used to indicate to PARCS whether the critical boron concentration calculation should be
deactivated based on tests performed on the TRAC-M model read from input. Similarly, item (12)
has meaning only if PARCS indicated TRAC-M is to controls its control rod bank positions. The
logical here is used to indicate to PARCS whether the TRAC-M-controlled rod bank position functionality is to be deactivated based on tests performed on the TRAC-M model read from input.
As indicated by Figure 2, either the permutation matrices themselves can be passed from
PARCS to the General Interface or the data required for construction of the matrices can be passed
from both TRAC-M and PARCS to the General Interface. In early implementations of the TRACM/PARCS coupling, the user was required to construct the permutation matrices themselves. The
automatic generation of the permuation matrices was added as a later modification, and is currently valid only for TRAC-BF1 1-D kinetics input decks. In coupled runs using these input
decks, both PARCS and TRAC-M send secondary intial control buffers, which contain all the
information pertaining to the construction of the permutation matrices.
The secondary initial neutronic control buffer is sent after TRAC-M has sent the initial thermal-hydraulic control buffer if and only if automatic mapping has been activated. In this case,
PARCS interprets the TRAC-B input deck and stores the necessary information for performing
The information stored in the buffer consists of:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Indication of an error in PARCS (logical)
Indication of a data error in the PARCS-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the PARCS-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Number of neutronic axial levels (integer*4)
Number of thermal-hydraulic channels in the TRAC-B input deck (integer*4)
Mapping of 1-D kinetics onto thermal-hydraulics as defined in the TRAC-B input deck
(integer*4)
Neutronic axial level heights as indicated in the TRAC-B 1-D kinetics input (real*8)

The secondary initial thermal-hydraulic control buffer is sent after PARCS has passed its
secondary initial neutronic buffer to the General Interface. As with the secondary initial neutronic
control buffer, this buffer is passed only if automatic mapping has been activated. The information
stored in this buffer consists of:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Indication of an error in TRAC-M (logical)
Indication of a data error in the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Channel component numbers present in the TRAC-B input deck (integer*4)
Channel component cells coupled to neutronics for each channel (integer*4)
Number of thermal-hydraulic cells below the core neutronic region for each channel
(integer*4)
(7) Number of average rods for each channel heat structure component (integer*4)
(8) Number of axial levels for each channel heat structure component (integer*4)
(9) Thermal-hydraulic cell heights for those cells coupled to neutronics (real*8)
(10) Peaking factors for each rod group for each channel heat structure component (real*8)
(11) Number of actual fuel pins represented by each rod group for each heat structure component (real*8)
(12) Heat structure axial level heights for each channel component (real*8)
After both secondary initial control buffers have been passed to the General Interface, the
automatic mapping functionality is to be activated, resulting in the generation of the permutation
matrices. Once these matrices are constructed, an initial General Interface buffer is broadcast to
both the TRAC-M and PARCS processes. The initial General Interface buffer contains the following error-checking information:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Indication of an error in General Interface (logical)
Indication of a data error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the General Interface (logical)

After all initial control buffers have been passes, the initialization stage is said to be completed. If all error indication flags are “.FALSE.”, the calculation proceeds by activating the timedependent portion of the TDMR coding. The requirements for this coding are outlined in the following sections.

II.A.4.

Data Map from TRAC-M to PARCS

This unit controls the processing and transfer of data to the General Interface and, subsequently, PARCS. Specifically, time-dependent control information is sent to the neutronics process via the General Interface. This information is transferred in the same manner as the initial
control information previously described, and consists of (in order):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Indication of an error in TRAC-M (logical)
Indication of a data error in the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the TRAC-M-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a data error in the General Interface (logical)
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Indication of a PVM error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of normal calculation termination (logical))
Indication that a restart edit should be performed (logical)
Indication that a major edit should be performed (logical)
Indication of reactor scram (logical)
Current time step size (real*8)
Control rod bank positions as indicated by TRAC-M (real*8)

Following this, the thermal-hydraulic and heat structure space-dependent solution is mapped
into a single vector and transferred to the General Interface to be mapped onto the neutronic nodalization. Although TRAC-M allows both British and SI units for input and output, TRAC-M uses
only SI units internally; therefore, no unit conversion is necessary for consistent data transfer
between the GI and the TDMR. However, TRAC-M stores spatial boron concentration as the ratio
of the mass of dissolved boron to the mass of liquid in each thermal-hydraulic cell. The General
Interface stores boron concentration with units of parts per million (ppm). Therefore, conversion
of the boron concentration data to units of ppm is the only operation necessary for communication
of data accurately with the General Interface. The control rod bank positions are passed from
TRAC-M to PARCS only if the thermal-hydraulic and neutronic models are consistent (which is
determined by the error-checking in place).

II.A.5.

Data Map from PARCS to TRAC-M

The requirements of this functional unit relate to the receipt of information from PARCS via
the General Interface, and the transfer of information to the memory data structure utilized by
TRAC-M. Specifically, the PARCS time-dependent control information is received from the neutronics process via the General Interface, and consists of (in order):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Indication of an error in PARCS (logical)
Indication of a data error in the PARCS-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the PARCS-Specific Data Map Routine (logical)
Indication of a data error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of a PVM error in the General Interface (logical)
Indication of normal calculation termination (logical)
Indication of a completely converged neutronics solution (logical)
PARCS-calculated boron concentration ratio (real*8)
PARCS-calculated k-effective/total reactivity (real*8)
PARCS-calculated core power (real*8)

Again, item (6) is included only to be consistent with the General Interface. The value in this
location is dependent upon the termination signal sent in the TRAC-M control buffer. In addition,
the permuted vector of space-dependent neutronic data is received from the General Interface and
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stored in the appropriate memory locations of TRAC-M for use in the calculation of the thermalhydraulic solution of the next time step. Item (9) depends on whether the current PARCS run is in
steady-state or transient mode. If the calculation is steady-state, PARCS passes the k-effective
value for that time step. If the current calculation is in transient mode, then PARCS passes the
total reactivity for that time step.
Direct coolant heating calculations for PIPE components are performed in SUBROUTINE
pipe1 in MODULE Pipe and SUBROUTINE tf1ds in MODULE Gen1DCrunch. Direct coolant
heating calculations for VESSEL components are performed in SUBROUTINE tf3ds in MODULE
VessTF3DS. The power generated in each axial level of each heat structure is calculated in SUBROUTINE rodht in MODULE RodCrunch of the TRAC-M code. Due to the nature of these subroutines, modifications will need to be made to the TRAC-M source in order to map the power
from PARCS to the thermal-hydraulic and heat structure components correctly. Modifications to
the TRAC-M source code will be kept to a minimum and listed and discussed in the Software
Design and Implementation Document (SDID) for the TDMR.

II.A.6.

Error Checking

Error checking is performed in the initialization unit and in each of the two data mapping
units of the TDMR such that sufficient information is provided concerning the origination of the
error. Specifically, the checks performed during the initialization are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

TRAC-M thermal-hydraulic cell, heat structure axial node, or reactor trip ID does not
exist in the TRAC-M input deck.
All cells of (a) PIPE component(s) listed in %TABLE1 are mapped to the kinetics calculation (no partial mapping).
All average RODs/SLABs of a heat structure component listed in %TABLE2 are
mapped to the kinetics calculation (no partial mapping).
All axial levels within an average ROD/SLAB listed in %TABLE2 are mapped to the
kinetics calculation (no partial mapping).

The checks performed during the TRAC-M to PARCS mapping unit are:
(1)

(2)

Dimension of the unpermuted vector of thermal-hydraulic and heat structure data does
not equal the number of columns in the thermal-hydraulic to neutronic permutation
matrix.
Elements of the unpermuted vector are outside the specified bounds. These bounds
will be specified in the SDID for the TDMR.

The checks performed during the PARCS to TRAC-M mapping unit are:
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Dimension of the permuted vector of PARCS data is not equal to the number of rows in
the neutronic to thermal-hydraulic permutation matrix.
Elements of the permuted vector are outside the specified bounds. Again, these bounds
will be specified in the SDID for the TDMR.

In addition to these “data” errors, error checks are performed on all PVM calls in each of the
functional units. Specifically, for most of the PVM calls, the final argument is an integer error
identifier. If no error has occurred, this value will be greater than or equal to zero. However, if an
error is detected, a negative integer that corresponds to a specific PVM error, will be returned. At
this point, the TDMR will print the appropriate error message and attempt to terminate the other
processes as smoothly as possible. However, it should be noted that an error occurring in a PVM
call might be such that the unaided termination of the other processes is not possible.

II.A.7.

Error Handling

The termination of the TRAC-M process is initiated based on either a normal termination
signal in TRAC-M or one of several fault signals. If a fault signal is detected in TRAC-M or in the
TDMR, the TDMR sends the signal to the General Interface and subsequently the PDMR, in order
to terminate the execution of each process smoothly. Once this signal has been sent, the TDMR
prints the appropriate error message and begins the exit process. If a fault signal originates in the
General Interface, PARCS, or the PDMR, the TDMR simply prints the appropriate error message
and begins the exit process.
The exit process for a normal termination requires only that the TDMR remove TRAC-M
from the PVM process and return process control to TRAC-M, which exits with the appropriate
message.

II.B. Performance
The performance of the TDMR is largely dependent upon the size of the messages which
need to be transferred to and from the General Interface. For accurate modeling of reactor cores,
the amount of information needed to couple a neutronics code with TRAC-M could be substantial,
creating a significant overhead in the overall computation time. Issues of accuracy concerning the
TDMR are few, and relate simply to the mapping of data between the memory of TRAC-M, the
TDMR, and the buffers used by the General Interface.

II.C. Design Constraints
The design of the TDMR adheres to the FORTRAN-90 standard. The process flow for the
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TDMR is consistent with that of the General Interface and PARCS to ensure communication
coherency (e.g. a send should have a corresponding receive), as was illustrated in Figure 2. In
addition, this design should be modular in nature such that implementation requires minimal modifications to the TRAC-M source.
In the current design, TRAC-M and PARCS are locked into the same time step, and the
advancement of the time-dependent calculation is controlled by TRAC-M. TRAC-M determines
the current time step size bounded by limits established by the user in the TRAC-M input deck.
PARCS does not have time step control capability, and, as such, it is the responsibility of the user
to specify an acceptable maximum time step size through the TRAC-M input.
TRAC-M will dictate to PARCS at which times restart edits should be performed though a
logical variable in the time-dependent thermal-hydraulic control buffer. No support for major
edits is planned at this time, as this functionality does not exist in PARCS. TRAC-M controls the
initiation of a reactor scram, while PARCS performs all control rod movement (although TRAC-M
can dictate which banks should be moved into which positions). Finally, PARCS controls the critical boron concentration calculation during the steady-state initialization (if user-specified), while
TRAC-M performs boron transport calculations during the transient calculation (if user-specified).

II.D. Attributes
The TDMR requires the use of the PVM package for controlling the communication with the
General Interface. Since PVM is portable across all computational platforms, the portability of the
TDMR remains unaffected and is limited only by the portability of TRAC-M itself. As noted in
the SRS for the General Interface, PVM is distributed (and installed, if needed) with the General
Interface software in order to reduce the burden on the user.

II.E. External Interfaces
As noted previously, the TDMR is coupled to the General Interface and hence PARCS via
the PVM package, through which messages are communicated utilizing the send and receive protocols. Thus, process flow through the TDMR is also dependent upon the General Interface. Specifically, the TDMR process is suspended until the appropriate data has been received from the
General Interface.

II.F. I/O Requirements
Input from the General Interface is required in the initialization and General Interface to
TRAC-M mapping units of the TDMR. As previously discussed, this input consists of neutronic

control information and the permuted vector of neutronic powers. The output of the TDMR is
composed of thermal-hydraulic control information and the vector of thermal-hydraulic data, both
of which are sent to the General Interface. The TDMR output also consists of error messages that
are written either to the computer terminal screen or to the disk or both.
The only input requirement for TRAC-M is the namelist variable in the TRAC-M input deck
used to activate the TDMR (and, consequently, 3-D kinetics). If the value of this card is equal to
the default value or if it is not specified in the input deck, TRAC-M will perform the calculation
without the 3-D kinetics model for the reactor core, using its internal model as directed by the
power and reactivity type variable, irpwty.

III.

Summary

This document has described the software design requirements necessary to couple TRACM with the General Interface and PARCS successfully. The essential features of this design
include the utilization of the PVM software to control communication, and a modular implementation that minimizes the modifications necessary to TRAC-M. In addition, the use of the TDMR as
a secondary interface allows the design of the General Interface to remain unchanged.
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